New Goetze® and AE® Catalogues Launched
Catalogues contain over 200 new parts for each brand, significantly enhancing
coverage of the European vehicle parc
Dateline …Tenneco and Federal-Mogul Motorparts have launched two new catalogues from
their Engine Expertise brands, Goetze® and AE®. Coverage has been significantly expanded by
both brands, each aiming to provide vehicles across Europe with OE-quality engine
components. The catalogues feature intuitive catalogue formatting and incorporate additional
material and information on installation, troubleshooting and technical details.
“The new Goetze and AE catalogues not only bring a host of new part references, but the
design has been improved to be more useful and instinctive to navigate,” explains Massi Milani,
executive director, marketing, EMEA aftermarket, Tenneco/Federal-Mogul Motorparts EMEA.
“We have successfully increased coverage across the European vehicle parc, without
compromising the development engineering or product quality our customers know and trust.
Our commitment has always been to provide more than just leading coverage; we want to
support the distributors, garages and technicians that use our parts, and these catalogues
represent part of that.”

The Goetze Piston Rings Catalogue (CATGT1901) brings an expansive update with an
additional 250 new parts and features a more concise display of engine and model information.
The brand’s recent focus has been the development of OE-quality piston rings for Asian vehicle
models, with 111 of the new parts falling into this category. The piston ring brand now covers
over 11,000 Tecdoc defined engines, 38% more than the previous Goetze catalogue. This
sizeable update has resulted in a significant coverage increase, with 80% of Europe’s circulating
vehicles now covered by Goetze piston rings.

The AE Valve & Components Catalogue (CATAE1901) features the newly expanded product
range with over 220 new parts, each individually highlighted within the catalogue panels. The

AE valve program now covers almost 10,000 engines, offering exceptional European coverage.
The new AE catalogue also features improved product icons and additional information from
Trouble Tracer Charts and Technical Notes to OE Interchange.

For more information or to download the Goetze 2019-2021 catalogue, visit:
https://federalmogul.emsecure.net/images/dld/emea/fmmp/catalogues/CATGT1901.pdf

For more information or to download the AE 2019-2021 catalogue, visit:
https://federalmogul.emsecure.net/images/dld/emea/fmmp/catalogues/CATAE1901combined.pdf

About Tenneco
Headquartered in Lake Forest, Illinois, Tenneco is one of the world’s leading designers,
manufacturers and marketers of Ride Performance and Clean Air products and technology
solutions for diversified markets, including light vehicle, commercial truck, off-highway
equipment and the aftermarket, with 2017 revenues of $9.3 billion and approximately 32,000
employees worldwide.

On October 1, 2018, Tenneco completed the acquisition of Federal-Mogul, a leading global
supplier to original equipment manufacturers and the aftermarket with nearly 55,000 employees
globally and 2017 revenues of $7.8 billion. Additionally, the company expects to separate its
businesses to form two new, independent companies, an Aftermarket and Ride Performance
company as well as a new Powertrain Technology company, in late 2019.

About the Future Aftermarket and Ride Performance Company
Following the separation, the aftermarket and ride performance company will be one of the
largest global multi-line, multi-brand aftermarket companies, and one of the largest global OE
ride performance and braking companies. The aftermarket and ride performance company’s
principal product brands will feature Monroe ®, Walker®, Clevite® Elastomers, Öhlins®,
MOOG®, Fel-Pro®, Wagner®, Champion® and others. The Aftermarket and Ride Performance
company would have 2017 pro-forma revenues of $6.4 billion, with 57% of those revenues from
aftermarket and 43% from original equipment customers.

About the Future Powertrain Technology Company

Following the separation, the powertrain technology company will be one of the world’s largest
pure-play powertrain companies serving OE markets worldwide with engineered solutions
addressing fuel economy, power output, and criteria pollution requirements for gasoline, diesel
and electrified powertrains. The powertrain technology company would have 2017 pro-forma
revenues of $10.7 billion, serving light vehicle, commercial truck, off-highway and industrial
markets.
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